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OPTIMIZATION OF POLLING SYSTEMS BY MEANS OF GRADIENT

METHODS AND THE POWER-SERIES ALGORITHM

J.P.C. Blanc

R.D. van der Mei
Tilburg University, Faculty of Economics

P.O. Box 90153, 5000 LE Tilburg, The Netherlands

Abstract

This paper is devoted to numerical optimization of polling systems with a general service

order table and with Bernoulli service disciplines at each visit of the server to a queue. The
optimization is based on the use of the power-series algorithm (p.s.a.), a tool which can be

applied for the numerical evaluation of performance measures for these models. The

applicabiliry of the p.s.a. is extended towards the numerical computation of first order partial
derivatives with respect to the Bernoulli parameters. This extension strongly improves the

efficiency of procedures for optimization purposes.

Keywords: polling systems, optimization, Bernoulli schedules, power-series algorithm,

derivatives
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1. Introduction

Polling systems are queueing models in which several classes of customers are served by a

single server. Such systems are widely used to model wmputer and communication systems.

The reader is referred to [14] for an overview of the available solution techniques and to [11]

for an overview of the range of applications.

In the present paper, the order in which the server visits the queues is prescribed by a

general service order table of finite length, a so-called polling table. At each queue the

customers are served according to a Bernoulli service discipline, as introduced in [9]. A

Bernoulli service discipline stochastically limits the number of customers that is served during

one visit of the server to a particular queue. For a given polling table the Bernoulli

parameters serve as decision variables; a vector of Bernoulli parameters is referred to as a

Bernoulli schedule. The present paper is devoted to optimization of Bernoulli schedules; the

problem is to find for a given polling table a Bernoulli schedule which minimizes an arbitrary

weighted sum of the steady-state mean waiting times at the various queues.

For polling systems with Bernoulli schedules, detailed analysis is only possible in special

cases (cf. [9, 15, 16]). As a consequence, there is a need for numerical algorithms for the

evaluation of performance measures of the system. In this paper we focus on the use of the

p.s.a., introduced in [8] and developed in [1-4]. The p.s.a. provides a means to evaluate

performance measures of multi-queue systems which can be modeled as multi-dimensional

quasi birth-death processes. Polling systems form an important class of systems which can be

modeled by such a process, cf. [4] for a discussion on the implementation of the present

model into the p.s.a.. Leung [10] has proposed another numerical technique based on

discrete Fourier Transforms to compute queue length distributions in polling models with a

so-called probabilistically-limited service strategy; the Bernoulli service strategy is a special

case of such a service strategy. The main disadvantage of both algorithms is that the time

and memory requirements increase exponentially with the number of queues, so that their

use is restricted to systems with a moderate number of queues.

Optimization of Bernoulli schedules for cy~clic polling systems has been discussed in Blanc

and van der Mei [5], who propose to use the p.s.a. combined with the conjugate gradient

method (cf. [13]). The disadvantage of the approach in [5] is the fact the partial derivatives

with respect to the Bernoulli parameters, which are required for this method, are estimated

based on finite differences. These finite differences (and the step sizes in the line search)

have to be adapted to the accuracy of the computed value of the performance measure.

However, the latter can only be estimated on the basis of the last few computed terms of the
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power-series. Moreover, in order to estimate partial derivatives with respect to the Bernoulli

parameters, the performance of neighbouring Bernoulli schedules has to be evaluated, which
may be a rather time consuming task.

To overcome these difficulties, for the present model the use of the p.s.a. is extended
towards the numerical computation of partial derivatives of the performance measures with

respect to the Bernoulli parameters up to, in principle, any level of accuracy. This extension
leads to a considerable reduction of the time requirements of the optimization procedure in
[5]. Moreover, it allows the analysis of the sensitivity of the performance measures with

respect to the Bernoulli parameters.

Summarizing, the contribution of this paper is twofold: (i) a method is developed to calculate

partial derivatives of the performance measures with respect to the Bernoulli parameters; (ii)

the results of [5] are extended to polling systems with a general service order table. We

emphasize that the basic idea of the approach discussed in the present paper can naturally

be extended towards a more general type of parameters within the broad class of queueing

systems for which the p.s.a. is applicable, cf. [4] (Section 1) for a variety of systems which are

contained in this class. For instance, the same approach can be applied to other routing

mechanisms such as state-dependent routing (e.g., priority for the longest queue) and

random polling. The approach also allows for optimization of, e.g., routing probabilities in

systems with random polling and with given service disciplines at all queues.

T'he rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 a detailed description of the

model is given. In Section 3 we deduce differential equations for the partial derivatives of

the state-probabilities with respect to the Bernoulli parameters. In Section 4 we derive a

recursive scheme to compute simultaneously the state-probabilities and their partial

derivatives with respect to the Bernoulli parameters. In Section 5 efficient use of the

computation time and available memory space for the implementation of the p.s.a. for the

present model is discussed. In Section 6 we compare the performance of the optimization

procedure based on the approach presented in this paper, in which partial derivatives are

calculated by means of the p.s.a. with the approach proposed in [5], in which partial

derivatives are estimated based on finite differences.

2. Model description and problem tormulation

Consider a continuous-time system consisting of s queues, which are served by a single

server. Customers arrive at queue i aocording to a Poisson process with rate t, , i-1, ..., s.

Each queue may contain an unbounded number of customers. The order in which the server
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inspects the queues is determined by a so~alled polling table, described by a surjective
mapping

1 : { 1. . . . L} ~ { 1, . . , s},

where L is the length of the polling table. The server visits the queues according to the

polling table periodically, i.e., the number of the queue which is visited during the i-th visit of

the server to a queue is l(i mod L), i-1, 2, ..., with the convention 1(0)-l(L). The number

of customers served during one visit of the server to a particular queue is determined by a

Bernoulli schedule, i.e., by a vector q-(q, ,..., q~) of probabilities which are used as

follows. When the server arrives at a non-empty queue, at least one customer at that queue

is served; otherwise, the server proceeds to the next queue according to the polling table.

After a service completion at queue l(h), h-1, ..., L, the server starts serving another

customer at yueue 1(h) with probability qp , provided this queue has not yet been emptied;

otherwise, the server proceeds to queue 1(ht 1) according to the polling table. At each queue

the customers are served on a first-in-first-out basis.

The service times of customers arriving at queue i are assumed to be distributed according

to a Coxian distribution with k-th moment ~~,`~, k-1, 2, ..., i-1, ..., s. The Coxian service

time distribution at queue i, i-1, ..., s, consists of ~; phases; with probability ar;~', a service

is composed of phases rp, ~-1, ..., l, ~- 1, ...,~; , and the transition rate from phase ~r is

~;~', ~r - I, . . . , ~; . Conseyuently, the Laplace-Stieltjes Transform (L.S.T.) of the service

time distribution at yueue i, i- 1, ..., s, is given by

t;
Y~~~~-~ n~~~ ~ li r

~~~ ~'1 élt } ~
ie[ (J 2 0. (1)

The times which are needed to switch from queue 1(h-1) to queue 1(h) are also assumed to

be distributed according to a Coatian distribution, with k-th moment aet~, k-1, 2, ..., and

with parameters ~~ ,~,~.' , a;~' , ~p -1, ...,~e , which are defined in a similar way as those

of the service time distributions, h-1, ..., L.

All service times and switch-over times are assumed to be mutually independent and

independent of the state of the system.

The sum of the arrival processes at the various queues is a Poisson process with rate

o i.~
Wi

A:-~ a~. (2)
at
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The L.S.T. of the service time of an arbitrary customer is ~,(c.i) wíth probability ,1,~A , i-1, ..

., s, and hence the k-th moment (ik of the service time distribution of an arbitrary customer

is given by

' ~~ c~ ~E -1 2pk-~ A~, , , ,....
,-~

The offered load p; to station i and the total offered load p to the system are defined by

,
P~:-~r~i . i-1,...,s, p: p~.t~t '~

i-i

Because p will be used as a variable in the p.s.a., we define the following quantity

(3)

(4)

a,: - Jl,l P , (5)

referred to as the relative arrival rate at queue i, i-1, ..., s.

Denote the k-th moment of the total switch-over time during one cycle of the server along

the queues by ok , k-1, 2, ....

Necessary and sufficient conditions for the stability of polling systems have been derived in

[7]. For the present model witn a general polling table and a Bernoulli schedule these

conditions read:

P(1 t a~ max {a~~M~}) ~ 1,
i -1,...,s

(6)

where M; is the mean of the maximal number of customers that may be served when the

server goes along the queues in the order listed on the polling table, i.e.,

M~ :- ~ I(1(á)-i}~ i-1,...,s;
~-1 1-9r~

(~)

here, M,-~ when there is at least one h, h- 1, ..., L, with l(h)-i and ys-1; 1{E} stands for

the indicator function on event E. Denote by po the value of p for which equality holds in

(6).

In the sequel it is assumed that the stability condition (6) is satisfied and that the system is

in steady-state.

L

Optimization problem

The optimization problem is to minimize the cost function, defirted as
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:
C(4):-~ c~EW~.

i-i
(S)

over all Bernoulli schedules for which (6) holds; here c; , i-1, ..., s, are strictly positive cost
coefficients and EW; , i-1, ..., s, are the steady-state mean waiting times at the various

queues. The optimal Bernoulli schedule will be denoted by q~.

In general, the optimization problem is not analytically solvable, but may be solved

numerically by using the p.s.a. combined with some optimization procedure. In Sections 3

and 4 we extend the use of the p.s.a. towards the computation of partial derivatives of the

state-probabilitíes with respect to the Bernoulli parameter. This extension leads to a

considerable improvement of the efficiency of the optimization procedure.

3. Balance equations; derivatives

In this section we extend the p.s.a. applied to the present model (cf. [4]) towards the
computation of derivatives with respect to the Bernoulli parameters. In order to apply the
p.s.a. we first define a continuous time Markov process to describe the system. Then, we

deduce partial differential equations for the derivatives of the state-probabilities with respect
to the Bernoulli parameters. These equations follow readily from the balance equations for
the state-probabilities.

For the present model let N-(N, ,..., N,)EN' denote the vector of numbers of customers at

each of the queues. In order to transform the queue length process into a Markov process, it

is most appropriate to introduce a triple (H, Z, ~) of supplementary variables. The variable

H will indicate the actual position on the po(ling table (the value of H, in the range 1, ...,

L, changes at instants at which the server leaves a queue); the variable Z will indicate

whether the server is switching (Z-0) or serving (Z-1); the variable ~ will indicate the

actual phase of either the switch-over time or the service time. In general, the supplementary

state space is not the same for all N-n. However, for simplicity of the discussion it will be

assumed throughout that the supplementary state space is the same for all n, neN`, and is

given by

6 :- {1,...,L} x {0,1}. x {1,...,maxt~ ~}, íi,!)E{1,...,L}x10,1}, (9)

while it is possible that some states cannot be entered.



The state-probabilities are defined as follows: for nEN, h-1, ..., L,, Z-O,I,
if Z-O, ~-1, . . . ,~ice) ~ ~-1,

P(w.h.C.4) -- Pr{(N,H,Z.~)-(w.k,C.~)).

The balance equations read (cf. [4J), for neN, h-1, . . . , L, ~-1, . . . , ~; ,

I P~ Q; t F~íoi'~ J P(w,h,0, ~P) - P~ a;P(w -~~.h.0, ~)I{n;~0}
l i-i i-i

a I~íoi'~~~P(w,h,0.~t1)!{~~~,"ti}aP~.i~w~.~P(s,h-1,0,1)I{w;ci-i)-0}

t 4~i~~ i)n~..p(wttru-i),h-1,1,1)~1-9~-t1{w~(~-1)'0}~.

and for n EN, h -1, . . . , L, q~ -1, . . . , ~;~h) , n,(,~ ~0,

I P~ a; t Pi(ti) JP(w.h.1,~)' P~a;P(w -e~.h.l.~)I{n;~0}
l~l i-1

~''~l w,h,l, tl !{ ~T~ }t o.i,si.~ w~h~0~1} {ri(w) P( ~P ) ~ tc~) F~r tcw)P( )

' qr~t(r)n~ér)P(w}~~(~)~h,l,l).

~ -1, . . . , ~h

(10)

(12)

Because the server cannot be serving at a queue which is empty, we have for h-1, ..., L,
,

~ -1. . , ~,~e) ,

P(w,h,1,p)-0, if wt(~)-0. (13)

Further, according to the law of the total probability,

~ P(w,h,C,~) - 1. (14)
(w.A.i.~)EIV~x6

We introduce partial derivatives of the state-probabilities with respect to q, , r-1, ..., L, for
nEN, h- I. . - . . L, C-0.1, ~P- 1, . . . , ~~ if C-O, ~P- 1, . . . , ~;~h, If C- I.

P,(w,h,C,~) :- áq p(w,h,C.~P).
,

(15)

The equations for these derivatives follow from ( 11) and (12) by differentiating both sides
with respect to q, , r -1, . . . , L. For neN, h -1, . . . , L, ~ -1, . . . , T; ,
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. ,
~P~ai}Wi~~ P,(w.h.0.9~)'P~a~p,(w-s~.h.0.q)I{n~i0)

~-i at

t 0.~ ~1 n,h,0, t 1 I{ ~ ~o} f o.l ~o.~
hr P,( ~ ) ~ ~ W~-i ~ P,(w,h-1,0,1)1{nicw-i~~0)

, ~~~Á-~t~k.~P~(wisicw-i~~h-1,1,1)~1-q,~-il{nt(r-t)~0}~

' F~i~i ~~~~.~p(wtt~u-i~,h-1,1,1)I{w~c,~-q~0};

and for neN, h-1, . . . , L., ~-1, . . . , ~;~e~ , nK,t~O,

~ P ~ ai t Wi~~) IP.(w,h. l . ~ ) ~ P ~ a~p,(w -s~.h.l. ~ )linr~0}
i-i J i-i

} P"M;.ipr(w,h,l,~.l)I{p~T~t~~} t Py~x~~~tp~(w~h~p~l)

f i.l ,nl.~ (w;e h,l,l) f {~~'1 x~'~ w;e ,h,l,l9„~~c.~ ~t~tP. ic.~~ ci~ ~tw~P( ,tjt ).

From (13) and (1S) it follows that for all h-1, . . . , L, ~-1, . . . , ~;~,~ , r-1, . .

P,(w.h,l,~)-0, ~ n~~~~-0.

Moreover, from (14) we have for r-1, ..., L.,

~ P.(w.h.{.~) - 0.
a.~.r..~Err.e

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

Remarks:

When some of the switch-over times are zero, some straightforward modifications of (16)
and (17) have to be made.

This also opens the possibility of calculating the performance of polling systems with limited
service disciplines by means of the p.s.a.. In order to model a K-limited service discipline at
some queue, the polling table should prescribe K successive visits to that particular queue;
during each of these visits the queue should be served 1-limited (i.e., y„-0) and the switch-

over times between these successive visits should be zero.

:
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4. The computation scheme

The basic idea of the p.s.a. is the transformation of the non-recursively solvable inf'utite set
of balance equations into an, in principle, recursively solvable (infinite) set of equations by

adding one dimension to the state space. To this end, the state-probabilities and their
derivatives with respect to the Bernoulli parameters are eapressed as power-series in terms
of the offered load p. A completc ru:ursive scheme to compute all coefficients for the state-
probabilities has been derived in [4]. Following the same approach, in this section we shall

derive a complete recursive scheme to compute the coefficients of the power-series

expansions of the derivatives of the state-probabilities with respect to the Bernoulli
parameters.

The approach in [4] relies on the following property:

P(n,h.t.~)-0(p.,....~~.). (p 10), (2~)

for (n, h, ~, ~)ENx9. Based on this property, introduce the following power-series

expansions for the state-probabilities:

P(R,h,C,~)~pti'.....,~ pkbo(k;n,h,C.~).t-0
(21)

for (n, h, r, qp)eNxA. In this same way, for r-1, ..., L, we introduce the power-series
expansions

P,(A,h,Z.~P)~p~'.....,~ pkbr(k;n.~,C.~);
k-0

because p does not depend on the value of q, we have for all ( k; n, h, t, ~)eN"x9:

b,(~;~,h.C,~D)-a 6o(k;n.h.{.~).aq,

(22)

(23)

Note that the mean number of customers at queue i, i-1, ..., s, and its derivative with

respect to q, , r-1, ..., L, can be expressed in terms of these coefficients as

~r - ~ pt ~ ~ a~bo(k-n~-...-n,;R.h.t,4)
i-0 OcO,.....ll,ti (~.(.~~EB
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and

a F,1Vi s~ pk ~ ~ nrb,(k-n~-...-n,.n.h.Z,P) (~)
á4, k-o o~.,,.....,~t u.c..)Ea

respective(y. The mean waiting time at queue i, i-1, ..., s, and its derivative with resped to
q, , r-1, ..., L, can be obtained by using Little's formula.
Substituting (21) and (22) into the balance equations (11), (12) and (16), (1~ respectively,
and equating the corresponding coefficients of powers of p leads to the following set of

0equations for the coefficients, for k-0, 1, ..., neN h-1 z. ,...,L., P 1,...,4.~
r-0, ..,L,

4ti'~b~(k~M~h~O~P)- 4t,ai'~i~b,(k;R.h,O,P `1)I{P~~}

t ~ a~~b,(k;R-ej,h.0,4)I{R~~O} - b,(k-1;s,1t,0.P)Ifk~O}~
i.i

` Wi(i i~a~..b,(k-l;atetci-i),b-1,1,1)I{ki0}~1-q,~-1I(n~u-i~~0?~

4 p(w-it~~..b,(k;w,á-1,0,1)I{niu-t)-0}

' F~i~w i~ak..bo(k-l;s}t~cw-i~.h-1,1,1)1{k~0}I{r~0}I{elc~-i~~0};

and for k-0, 1, . . . , neN, h-1, . . . , L, P- ], . . . , Yj~,~ , n,~,~~0, r-0, . . . , L,

Wi~i~b.(k; w,h, l, P)- F~i(w)~1 b.(k;w .h,1. P f 1)I{ P ~~i~~l}

' lli~~ni~i~b.(k;n,b,0.1) } 9i{~i~its~~,~~b,(k-l;wttlc~)~b.l,l)I{k~0}

:
t ~ a~~b,(k;w-a~.h.1.4)I{ar~0}-b,(k-1;w,h,1,P)I{k~0}~

r-i

} F~ièi~a~~~tbo(k-l;wfert~t.k,l,l)I{k~0}t{r~0}.

(26)

(2~)

We extend the partial ordering ~ of the states ( k; n, h, t, P) as in [4J to the following partial

ordering ~~ of the vectors (r, k; n, h, Z, P)e{0, ..., L}xN"x9:
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(r~,k~;Ml.ht.{1.~~) '~ (rj,~j:K,~.{2,~2)

if [r~ -0 ard r2~0]

or if [r1-r2 and (ki:~,k~.{i.~Pi) ~ (~:n.1~.{z.~Pz)].

Under the ordering ~{ this set of equations (26), (27) forms a recursive scheme for all

coefficients b,(k; n, h, ( , ~), (k; n, h, {, ~p)eN"x6, r-0, ..., L, except for those states with

n-0; this is because equations (26) and ( 27) express the coefficients b,(k; n, h, {, ~p) in terms

of coefficients with a lower order with respect to ~ ~. Hence, the only states which require

further attention are the states with n-0 and {-0. For these states, equations (26) read for

r-0,...,L, k-0,1,..., h-1,...,1-,~-1,...T;,

Itti~`b.(k;0,h,0,~) -
W~'.ib~(k~0~h~0~~t1)I{~~~~}

t ~~1~R~~6,(k;0,k-1.0,1) t Y,(k;b,~);

here, the quantities y,(k; h, ~p), r - 0, . . . , L, h -1, . . . , L, ~ -1, . . . , ~; , defined by

y,(0; h, qp):-0 and for k-1, 2, ... by

y,(~;~,~) : - i~l(A-1),~4.~b,(k-l;e~cw-it~h-1,1,1)

- ~atb,(k-1;O,h,O,~p),
~.i

(29)

(30)

consist of terms with coefficients of lower order with respect to ~~ than (r, k; 0, h, 0, ~), and

hence, can be considered to be known. For k fixed, the sets of equations (29) are dependent.

From (15) and (20) we have

r. i:

~ ~ bo(O:O,h.O.~P)'1{r'0},
w-i ,-i

and moreover, for k-1, 2, ..., r-0, ..., L,

L Ti
~ ~ b,(k;O,h,O,~)-Y,(k),
~-i ~-i

(31)

(32)

with
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Y.(k) . ~ ~ b,(k-nl-...-n~.n,h.C,p).
o~.~......,~k c~.r..i~

Consider, for k fixed, the set of equations consisting of all but one of the equations (29)
combined with either (31) or (32). Then the determinants 0(k) of these sets of equations are
independent of k and are given by

L T;
~ (k) ' ~ -' o~ ~ ~ Ri~.

k-t ~-t

For k-0, this set of equations is readily solved: for h-1, ..., L, p~ 1, .. ., T; ,

y 1 - Os

0 if r~0.

It is tedioux hut str:~ightfarward to show that fcir ka 1, 2, ..., r-0, ..., 1.,

b,(k;0,L,0,1)- -1
a1W~~

Q~e~ {i,y i-~

(33)

(35)

t t; !; r.-t ~
Y.(k)}E E~ E Y,(k:h,i)t~;'E EY,(~;r.~) .(36)

~'t ~'1 Wi~ t-~ I-i ..t

Summarizing, all coefficients b,(k; n, h, t, p), ( k; n, h, t, p)eN"xA, r-0, ..., L, can, in

principle, be recursively computed using the following oomputation scheme:

step 0: determine b,(0; 0, h, 0, p), r~0, ..., L,, h 31, ..., L, p s 1, ...,~; , aooording to

(35);

step 1: M: -1;

step 2: for all (k; n, h, t, p)eN"x9, with (n,t)w(0,0) and with k f n, f... t n~ ~ M,

determine b,(k; n, h, r, p), according to (26) and (27), in increasing order of (r, k; n,

h, (, p) with respect to i~;

step 3: determine b,(M; 0, L, 0, 1), rz0, ..., L,, aooording to (36);
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step 4: compute b,(M; 0, h, 0, q), r30, ..., L, hsl, ..., L, qal, . .., Y; , aocording to

(29) and (30); the order of the couples (h,q) is (1,Y;), . . . , (1,1), . . . , (L,Y;), . . . ,

(L.2);
step S: M: - Mf 1; repeat from step 2.

Remarlcs:

The recursive scheme provides a means to evaluate all state-probabilities and, in particular,

the mean number of customers at each of the queues as well as their derivatives with respect

to the Bernoulli parameters aocording to (24) and (25) up to, in principle, any level of

accuracy.
From (26) and (27) it follows that the coefficients b,(k; n, h, t, q), r-1, ..., L, cannot be

computed when b,(k; n, h, t, q) is unknown, but that the partial derivatives can be computed

independently of each other, so that it is possible to oompute derivatives with respect to q,

for r in some subset D of { 1, ..., L}. Then it is most appropriate to compute for each (k; n,

h, r, q) the coefficients b,(k; n, h, (, q), re{0} U D successively, before computing terms of

higher order with respect to ~i, because in this way the ccefficients b,(k; n, h, {, q) have to

be computed only once.

For the model without switch-over times, the presence of a unique zero state leads to a

different set of balance equations, cf. [3] for the special case with exponentially distributed

service times. A computation scheme for the partial derivatives can be obtained in a similar

way as has been done in this section.

Higher order derivatives with respect to the Bernoulli parameters can, in principle, be

computed by means of the p.s.a. following the same approach as discussed in Sections 3 and

4.

5. Efficient use of inemory space and computatbn time

The main restriction in applying the p.s.a. is the fact that the time and memory requirements

increase exponentially with the number of queues (cf. (4]), so that the use is restricted to

moderately sized systems. Moreover, one may verify from the previous section that when the

p.s.a. is applied to compute first order derivatives the computational burden increases

linearly with the number of partial derivatives which have to be computed. In this section we

shall discuss a few ways to reduce the required amount of inemory space and computation

time for the u.ee of the p.s.a. for the present model with partial derivatives.

A fust way to save memory space and computation time is to reduce the dimension of the
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optimization problem in cases in which one or more components of the optimal schedule are

known or have to be kept fixed for some reason. in fact, numerical euperience has suggested

the following property, which is supported by results in [12]:

(i) if c;~p;-max;.,,-, {c~~p~}, then q;-1 forall h forwhich 1(h)-i; (37)
(ii) if o,-0, then if c,~p;-min;.,~, {c~~p~}, then q;-0 forall h for which 1(h)-i. (38)

Another way to limit the time and memory requirements is the reduction of the number of

terms that has to be computed by applying an algorithm to aocelerate the convergence, such

as the e-algorithm. The e-algorithm aims to accelerate the convergence of slowly oonvergent

sequences or to determine a value for divergent sequences (cf. [17, 6]). When the heavy-

traffic behaviour of the performance measures is known beforehand, the performance of the

e-algorithm can be considerably improved by a modification of the initial values of the c-

algorithm (cf. [4]). In particular, the coefficients of the power-series are extrapolated to take

into aocount the pole of the moments at p- po . It should be noted that not all queues

become instable when ptp, ; more precisely, the set of queues that become instable as pfp,

is given by (cf. [7])

R:-1lsissla,(M~ - max aj~M~l.
j-1,...,s

(39)

For the heavy-traffic behaviour of the mean waiting times and their partial derivatives with

respect to the Bernoulli parameters we have found the following two properties for i-1, ...,

s, r -1, . . . , L:

I) if i E R, then EW, has a pole of orrler1 at p- p, ;
otherwise, EW, has a firtite limit for pf po . (40)

2) if (0,-0 and ~R?2) or if o,~0, then

if i E R and 1(r) E R, then aEpr~ has a pole of order 2 at p- Po ;
aq.

in all other cases, aEy~ has a finite limit for p1Po .aq,
(41)

Using these properties for the initial values in the c-algorithm has led to a considerable
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improvement of the convergence of the p.s.a. for p1Po -

Moreover, knowing some of the ccefficients beforehand may lead to considerable savings of

the required memory space. In fact, from relations (35), (26) and (27), it follaws that b,(0; n,

h, C, ~)-0 for all (n, h, C, ~p)eNx9, r-1, ..., L, and moreover, with (36), b,(1; 0, h, C,

~)-0, for all (h, C, ~)e9, r-1, ..., L Suppose the coefficients of the state-probabilities

have to be computed up to the M-th power of p. Then, from the definition of the ordering

~~, the coefficients b,(k; n, h, C, ~p), (h,C,~p)EA, rE{0} U D, with k t n, f... t n, s M,

have to be computed. One may verify that the number of ccefficients that have to be

computed is reduced to (cf. [2J)

Mts} 1 11[ts J

[(IDI}1~ x l 1- IDI x 1 1- ~D~ x ~l~i}~~(u~, (42)s t 1 s ~.t

i.e., the number of triples (h, C, ~)eA, for which there exists neN such that the states (n, h,

C, qp) can actually be entered.

In practice, this reduction leads to a slight increase of the number of coefficients that can be

computed for a given amount of available memory space.

The reader is referred to [2] (Section 5) for some ideas for an efficient implementation of

the p.s.a. which are useful in a more general rnntext than for the present model.

6. Comparison

In order to numerically solve the optimization problem defined in Section 2, in [5} we

proposed (for the special case of cyclic polling systems) to use the p.s.a. combined with a

local optimization procedure, such as the conjugate gradient method. Using this approach

partial derivatives which are required for this method were estimated on the basis of finite

differences; the problem here was the fact that these differences oould only be estimated

based on the last few computed terms of the power-series. Moreover, neighbouring schedules

had to be evaluated to estimate the partial derivatives. To overoome these difficulties, in this

paper we extended the use of the p.s.a. towards the evaluation of first order partial

derivatives with respect to the Bernoulli parameters.

Therefore, in this section we make a comparison between (i) the estimation approach, in

which partial derivatives are estimated . based on fmite differettces (cf. [5}), and (u) the

computation approach, in which partial derivatives are computed by means of the p.s.a. (cf.

Sections 3 and 4).
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Numerical experience has taught us that using the computation approach the number of
search d'uections needed to find an optimal schedule is, in general, oonsiderably smaller
compared to the estimation approach, especially for higher dimensional optimization

problems. This may be due to the fact that using the computation approach search d'uections
can be calculated accurately by means of the p.s.a. rather than estimating search directions

based on a fairly arbitrarily chosen step size.

Moreover, the number of schedules that have to be evaluated to find an optimum is strongly

reduced when the computation approach is used. This is because, apart from the fact that

the number of search directions is smaller, no neighbouring schedules have to be evaluated
in order to estimate search d'uections.

As noted in the previous section, the time requirements of using the computation approach

increase linearly with the dimension of the optimization problem. However, the effect of this

increase in time requirements is dominated by the savings in computation time of the
decrease in the number of schedules and search directions that have to be computed. In fact,

numerous numerical experiments have indicated that the total amount of computation time
is decreased by at least a factor two, while this factor increases when the dimension of the

optimization problem is increased.

A main restriction of the use of the p.s.a. is the required amount of inemory space, which

may lead to a considerable reduction in the number of terms of the power-series that can be

computed and hence, in the accuracy of the computations. As memory requirements increase

with the number of partial derivatives, the maximal number of terms that can be computed

using the estimation approach (in which only the coefficients bb(k; n, h, {, tp) have to be

calculated) may be considerably larger compared with the computation approach (in which

the coefficients b,(k; n, h, {, ~), r-0, ..., L, have to be calculated), generally leading to a

more accurate determination of the optimal schedule. This difference in accuracy becomes

apparant in higher dimensional optimization problems.
Alternatively, in these cases one may also partition the set D of components of the Bernoulli

schedule for which an optimal value has to be determined into proper subsets, say D, ,...,

D, (t~ 1), and compute successively the coefficients b,(k; n, h, {, ~p), (k; n, h, {, ~)Eri"'x6,

re{0} U D; , where j is varied from 1 to t(recall the sec:ond remark in Section 4). In this

way, an extra number of terms of the power-series can be oomputed, leading to more

accurate evaluations; this goes at the expense of computation time, because of the fact that

the coefficients b,(k; n, h, {, ~)) have to be computed t times instead of once.

Remark:

In practice, it is useful to apply the p.s.a. with a small number of terms to find the
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neighbourhood of the optimal schedule with reduced computational effort, and then proceed

with the p.s.a. with more terms to locally improve the optimal schedule.
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